Letters
Department of Amplification

'New York, N.Y.
GENTLEMEN:
If you have a feature roughly the
equivalent of T h e New Yorker's Department of Amplification, you might
be interested in the following anecdote that amplifies a personal attribute
of the late Dr. Theodore von Kirmin.
In the June 1963 issue of Engineering and Science the excellent article
by Prof. W. D. Rannie emphasized
Prof. von Kirmin's personality as an
instructor interested in students. I recall vividly an incident occurring circa
spring 1942 that emphasized this trait.
I was then taking Professor Ward's
course in Complex Variable Function
Theory, and was in the library, along
with several other members of the
class, working on problem assignments. As was common with all graduate course homework problems, this
was open book, and any source was
legitimate in helping to do the problems.

A particularly tough problem on the
Gamma Function had a group of us
stumped - this group including some
of the bright boys, such as Dave
Bohm, Charlie Wilts, and Abe Zarem.
We saw Professor von Kirmin enter
the library, and someone suggested
that we ask him how to do the problem. The problem was not from CopIon's text, but was one which Professor Ward had formulated. I was
elected to approach Professor von Kirman. This I did with trepidation, but
was very pleased to see his face light
up when I posed the problem to him.
He asked, "Where did you get this
one?" and when I told him, a twinkle
came into his eye and he said, "Oh,
that Ward, he's a foxy one!" He then
promptly proceeded to outline the approach to the solution of the problem,
in a few deft equations. He insisted
that we work it out for ourselves,
which we then did.
The next day in class the student
who presented the problem on the
blackboard received a compliment
from Professor Ward, and the student

admitted the source of the hint for
solution. "Oh," said Professor Ward,
"that von Kgnnan, he's a foxy one!"
Very truly yours,

VICTORWOTJK,
president
Electronic Energy Conversion Corp.
More Amplification

Stanford, California
Just noticed no credit for the von
Kgrmin picture in the June issue of
E6-S. You may not know it was taken
by Ben Olender of the LA Times,
when he and I were both on the Pasadena Star-News. Von Kirmin always
said it was the best portrait ever taken
of him. And guess who was holding
the slave light that lent the nimbus to
that imposing mane of grey hair?
JEFF LITTLEBOY
News and Publications Service
Stanford University

Recent Books from McGRAW-HILL
THE MACHINERY OF THE BRAIN
By DEAN E. WOOLDRIDGE, California
Institute of Technology. 252 pages. $5.95,
Cloth, $2.95 MH Paperbacks.
A nonmathematical and nontechnical account of the exciting and interesting work
being done in the field of brain research.
Where appropriate, analogies are drawn
between the biological subject matter and
related computer principles.

MARINER: Mission to Venus
By the JET PROPULSION LABORATORY.
120 pages, $3.50 cloth edition, $1.45, MH
Paperbacks.
An absorbing and objective account of
the successful Mariner I1 flight to Venus.
This flight provided us with the first valid
experimental data about interplanetary
space and the space environment of
Venus.

ANALYSIS, TRANSMISSION, AND
FILTERING OF SIGNALS
By MANSOUR TAVID and EGON BRENNER, both of the City College of New
York. McGraw-Hill Electrical and Electronic Engineering Series. Off press.
A text for intermediate courses in linear
system analysis. It includes presentations
of both Fourier and Laplace transform
methods. The approach emphasizes aspects
of analysis fundamental to all engineering. Since examples serve a s models for
general systems, the text provides a
natural development of the system rheory
concept.
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MICIROWAVE SOLID
STATE MASERS

INERTIAL NAVIGATION,
ANALYSIS ANID DESIGN

By ANTHONY E. SIEGMAN, Stanford University. McGraw-Hill Series In Electrical
and Electronic Engineering. Off press.

Chief Editor, CHARLES F. O'DONNELL.
Computers and Data Systems Division,
Autonetics. Off press.

A comprehensive treatment of the basic
physical concepts involved in understanding the solid state maser and a n equally
detailed review of maser design, performance, and applications. Required quantum mechanical terms are introduced and
used in a descriptive fashion.

INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
By CHARLES BROXMEYER, Raytheon Compony. formerly with the M.I.T. Instrumentation Laboratory. Electronic Sciences
Series. Available in January, 1964A complete, orderly analysis of the inertial navigation of ships and aircraft. Six
types of inertial navigation systems are
analyzed. Mathematical and theoretical
characterizations are emphasized, and
matrices are employed to aid in the
presentation.

This new textbook, prepared by members
of a leading firm in the field, covers the
basic classes of design problems, affording a balanced presentation of both systems and component analysis and basic
hardware design.

GUIjDANCE AND CONTROL OF
AEROSPACE VEHICLES
Edited by C.T. LEONDES, University of
California at Los Angeles. University of
California Engineering and Science Extension Series. 678 pages. $19.50.
A detailed treatment of terrestrial, satellite, and extra-terrestrial sysems. The
book provides a comprehensive survey
of guidance and control of the systems
above, including fundamental techniques,
the present state of progress, and future
expectations far advanced systems. The
contributors are recognized leaders in
their fields.

Send for on-approval copies
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